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Representatives, to protect their prerogatives a
been regarded as one of the “political safeguard
system with the status of constituent political
have very substantial governmental, political,
California from the U. S. mainland and send th
Canada, would have a fully functioning govern
GDP. On the other hand, compared to some o
more authority over the states than is true in m
decline of state autonomy in the face of rising f
earliest federal arrangements in what became t
Congress of 1781–89, each of the 13 colonies an
state had one vote in the Continental Congres
states in Congress was needed to pass legislati
confederal government had no effective execu
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exercise only those powers explicitly granted t
creative interpretation of the Articles of Confed
individuals. 1 Wechsler, Herbert 1954. The Poli
National Government. Columbia Law Review
conscript men into military service, enforce its
confederation would have been powerless to p
dominant and entirely sovereign partners in th
important starting point for this essay is that t
the weaknesses of the Articles of Confederation
government. Although the framers of the U. S.
the framers of the Constitution certainly were
Papers”, Alexander Hamilton, James Madison,
the United States becoming a vast commercia
Washington, sought to deploy the powers of th
Eclipsing Federalist Dynamics Consequently,
the states, given that all 13 states ratified the C
founding, has been typical of U. S. history. Tha
have, more often than not, supported this grow
their traditional prerogatives. This highlights a
they did not see in that document any significa
1959, however, the federal government has oft
conquering the states, so to speak. The states r
unity, it is usually a weak position based on the
United States was founded on principles of lib
Catalonia, and other communally oriented sta
50 U. S. states is essentially a voluntary associa
immigrants, each state is a polyglot polity, and
motherland. In addition, given the high level o
migration. Hence, while residents of the states
primordial attachment to the autonomy of a p
especially fastidious about which government
Forum shopping, and especially seeking to en
become even more salient since World War II,
one’s objectives in the state arena, one turns to
election of Ronald Reagan to the presidency in
to their policy interests than the federal govern
power in order to restrain state policy activism
D. C., had no interest in supporting a resurgen
C. have never had an interest in supporting sta
had leaders eager to nationalize their policy pr
to the presidency will not alter the historical tr
the U. S. Constitution, which abolished the co
authority to legislate for individuals and, there

own laws, and enforce treaties. This new feder
independent courts. This new federal governm
interpretation through the “necessary and pro
leading critics to accuse the Court of convertin
enacted pursuant to it, and treaties to be the su
Bowman, Ann O’M. and Richard C. Kearney 19
Wheaton 316 (1819). 69 Eclipsing Constitution
the rules that governed the Confederal Congre
vote), voting in both houses of the U. S. Congr
the U. S. Congress to pass laws than was the c
as the states’ house, is the last institutional ves
Congress. For one, although each state is equa
to cast their votes together as a bloc. Thus, vot
rules established by the Constitution are quite
from the same state may vote differently on a b
approved an immigrationreform bill by a vote
senators vote differently on the bill, one voting
each represented by two Democratic senators,
senator, Arlen Specter, a somewhat liberal Rep
conservative, voted “no” on the bill. Which sen
example, 24 senators, almost one-quarter of th
the independence of each senator, coupled wi
autonomy, even though they may represent th
states are quite polyglot. This diversity makes i
Congress. For example, Pennsylvania’s elector
culture also has been described as one anchore
(Pittsburgh) with Alabama occupying the state
same year. This staggered election arrangemen
being a Democrat, the other being a Republica
conditions or political coalitions prevailing in
the U. S. Senate. 70 These two features of the v
ambassadors from sovereign polities seeking to
the Constitution, but rather a design preferenc
Senate is commonly (though erroneously) view
because only one-third of its members stand fo
constituencies, the Senate, more often than th
opportunity to shed their ambassadorial coat a
nineteenth century include Senator Daniel We
Senate, more often than the House, is viewed a
popular election of the president became wide
within 12 years of their election to the presiden
ascended to the presidency because of the dea
(14%) had been U. S. senators, three (8%) had

senators, hope springs eternal, as reflected in t
and in 2004. A large number of U. S. senators so
White House since Senator John F. Kennedy w
constitutional design features were mitigated b
legislatures. However, legislative selection of se
state autonomy. For one, during the early deca
the Senate. Senators, who have no constitutio
disagreed with them, and state legislatures aba
senators could also produce two senators from
and the second senator. At the same time, if fa
rather than seek legislative appointment to an
century than in the twentieth century. This co
though House members have 71 always been e
shielded the states from overly aggressive feder
autonomy can be seen in the rather inconsequ
require the direct election of U. S. senators by t
Republican senators, became less partisan and
that directly elected senators became more or
Factors Slowing Eclipse If the institutional des
then what factors did serve to substantially pro
assault? Two important factors were weak inst
capacity. The federal government did not have
sales – all of which were politically charged an
taxes on personal and corporate incomes unti
the amendment to require popular election of
tax power until World War II. As late as 1927, sp
expenditures in the United States, compared t
to 77% in 1958, fluctuating thereafter in the 62–
United States. Each national political party wa
decentralized, almost confederated, assemblie
in 1800 and then highly institutionalized after
local and state government officials were able t
party control to restrain federal invasions into
senators often voted along national-party lines
perhaps even more important, was the role of
72 Congress stoutly resisted any federal legislat
efforts to abolish polygamy in the Mormon-co
legislation abolishing polygamy would establis
life in the southern states. It was only after the
supremacy was restored in the southern states
state autonomy, or what was commonly called
successful in protecting states’ rights. During P
strong Democratic political machines in most

example, massive federal regulation of the U. S
regulation of banking, telecommunications, an
insurance, were preserved for exclusive state re
on excluding agricultural workers and househo
local officials determining eligibility. The Fair L
private sector, not to the employees of state an
institutional and fiscal capacities and the conf
up, served to restrain the eclipse of state powe
constitutional restraints on federal power colla
Senate, are tilted against protecting state auton
socio-political forces overwhelmed the nonco
for social movements and for focusing public a
political campaigns, reducing the role of local
groups able to fund costly television advertisin
finance their own campaigns with less and les
played a pivotal role, too. During the 1960s, it n
by state and local governments, as well as the f
down race segregation in public schools, the S
reform state and local governments.4 Although
the federal courts had achieved unprecedented
little retreat, except in rights guarantees for cri
representation in both the U. S. House of Repr
districts conformed to county and municipal b
individuals and social groups in legislative bod
of organization is what gave the national party
door to party nationalization. The full impact
individualistic and “atomistic”7, as members b
less attentive to hometown state and local gov
movement forces increasingly insisted that the
dogcatcher to members of Congress and the p
party officials by allowing rank-and-file party m
election was the last in which “party bosses” p
president. In short, there was a massive transfo
local party leaders and elected government off
party actors had substantial control over the el
members of Congress were no longer beholden
Brown v. Board of Education, 349 U. S. 294 (195
377 U. S. 533 (1964). 7 Hertzke, Allen D. and Ro
Armonk: M. E. Sharpe. 74 cials for electoral suc
is no political capital in intergovernmental rel
the black civil-rights movement led by the Rev
including the use of U. S. marshals and U. S. tr
convinced many Americans that the South’s d

scientist William H. Riker declared: “[I]f in the
industrialization and modernization of the Sou
of American politics. Third, growing migration
conditioning (i. e., cooling systems) and the co
population of Georgia increased from 3.4 millio
million to 23.5 million (205% increase). Meanw
(18% increase). Consequently, while southern
the House, neither the House nor the Senate h
than the rest of the country, is no longer a defe
movements for women, Indians, Hispanics, p
rights movements almost unanimously and un
government was seen as the champion of indi
(1981–89) and, then, the 1994 capture of Congr
interests; however, these movements ultimate
to maintain the federal guarantee of abortion n
state policies from prohibition to permission.
(e. g., Massachusetts) or civil unions (e. g., Ver
politically feasible. Should it become feasible,
states and guarantee gay marriage or civil unio
policies that will displace state laws and institu
Significance. Boston: Little, Brown, p. 155. 75 O
and the environment, also have favored expan
adequately with national and global phenome
environmental pollution and weak consumerp
these movements turn to the states for action
action when Democrats control federal institu
expand federal power. As more and more busin
diverse regulatory regimes. Hence, they sought
nationwide. Globalization has fostered federal
marketplace. The European Union, for examp
therefore, big business prefers to be regulated
forces outlined above, therefore, have given ris
unprecedented increases since the 1960s in fed
imposed on state and local governments, intru
governments, federal encroachments on state
of state criminal law. Conclusion The United S
reserved powers of the states. This view is due
institutions have been models for many other
powers against federal power. Instead, perhap
power in the new republic, the proponents of
individuals, providing for staggered elections in
1970; more than 20 million people participated
Housing, Fragmentation, and Preemption, 178

Coercive Federalism. Annals of the American A
providing that no state’s two senators are elect
political parties. Proponents of federal power m
rights who sought to preserve in the Senate so
Senate. Many supporters of states’ rights did n
that socio-political and cultural forces would r
part, those forces prevailed for about 175 years
institutional incentives to rally around states’ r
the nationalization and centralization of the fe
States, and there has been no public outcry to
constitutional changes have been made to the
government, policy implementation remains
rely on state and local governments to be the w
like those found in systems of executive federa
of federal action and even occasionally challen
perform better than the federal government.12
future. 11 Kincaid, John 2008. Contemporary U
Federals 6, pp. 10-36. 12 Kincaid, John 2007. St
Governments, pp. 19-24. 77 The Australian Sen
were well aware of the conceptual difficulties i
government, a government is formed from and
the confidence of that House. Federalism enta
recently, “[t]he purpose of responsible govern
circumscribe its exercise.”1 The modern Austra
thoroughly dominated by Party allegiances and
government much of the time, not because it r
Constitutional Design 1.1 Composition and Re
three components of the Federal Parliament in
House of Representatives). In accordance with
necessary to enact legislation. The Constitutio
method by which it is to be elected, but enable
Constitution provides that the Senate “shall b
the use of an electoral college or the selection o
the Australian Research Council through a Dis
(DP0450991). It reflects the state of the Senate
her comments. 1 Galligan, Brian 1995. A Feder
Press, p. 47. See also p. 48: “Federalism enshrin
refine and restrict the majority will. Responsib
leave out the initial provisions that applied un
matters.
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